How to Donate Appreciated Assets Like Stock
(DTC Transfer Instructions)

Thank you for your interest in donated appreciated assets like stocks and mutual fund shares to Indiana Writers Center. We are excited to offer this as an option to our donors.

Gifts of marketable stocks or mutual fund shares that have appreciated can have an immediate impact for our programs while creating a favorable income tax deduction for you, based on the assets' current value. Stock gifts are recognized at the realized value of the stock on the date of the transfer.

To make a contribution to our brokerage account, please give these instructions to your broker and contact Indiana Writers Center at mail@indianawriters.org, so we can confirm the transfer and provide you with an appropriate donation receipt:

E*TRADE SECURITIES LLC DTC (stock transfer) Instructions

DTC: # 0385
Receiving DTC Brokerage Firm: E*TRADE SECURITIES LLC
Account Name/Registration: WRITERS CENTER OF INDIANA
Account Number: 6061-2375

Writers Center of Indiana DBA Indiana Writers Center is a 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization, EIN 31-1105619. The IWC supports Indiana writers of all ages and backgrounds and reaches out to people whose voices are rarely heard. Classes and workshops taught by published writers provide writing education that encourages creative expression and enhances the communication skills necessary for success in school, in the workplace, and in life. We envision a thriving center where Indiana writers build the writing skills appropriate to their goals and experience the healing, empowering and joyful benefits that engaging in the creative process brings.
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